Tar Baby

Tar Baby, casually published in 1877, found Joel Chandler Harris his vocation. The book was
to become an American classic and Harris was to become a key figure in the development of
black literature. Now republished and repackaged by Creation Books, Tar Baby transports the
reader to the Georgia swamplands and plantations, and the pre-Looney Toons world inhabited
by sassy, talking beasts. Here, Brer Rabbit is the wily hero - duelling both verbally and
physically with those who would eat him - and perpetually in the monstrous shadow of the Tar
Baby. Tar Baby, in its original African-American dialect, is a collection of some of the finest
of these colloquial tales which frequently verge on the surreal and the grotesque. It is
presented as a classic of American literature for both adult readers and children of all ages.
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tar + baby, from African American folklore, popularized by the tale of Br'er Rabbit in the
Uncle Remus stories () of Joel Chandler Harris, originally from.
The tar baby story in which Bre'r Rabbit outwits Bre'r Fox is a classic trickster folk tale. But
like all fables, it is a double-barreled affair, with.
Tar baby definition is - something from which it is nearly impossible to extricate oneself.
Now, I don't even want to be associated with him, it's like touching a, a tar baby and you get it
you know you're stuck and you're part of the. Tar-Baby, sticky tar doll, the central figure in
black American folktales popularized in written literature by the American author Joel
Chandler Harris. Harris'. The Tar Baby is a decoy object from the Disney film Song of the
South, the animated segments of which are based on the Uncle Remus stories compiled.
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